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	1.1 Background
	1.2 Scope
	1.3 Objective
	The menu is a menu that is used to search the library's collections. Menu It contains information about the bibliography, description, author, and call number of the collections for easier searching.
	g) Member On Openbiblio
	Member in the software openbiblio is a member of the library. Where members registered by the staff of the library. The Member can do loan books collection, can order a book that is being borrowed by other members and have an account. If the member still has the fine has not been paid then the member can not borrow books before the fine was repaid. The data member can be changed and the data is also removed from the library. Add new members must complete the data classification, card number, last name, first name, email address, mailing address, home phone, work phone and a school teacher. The difference between member students and professors are: teacher and student have a maximum fine distinctions that must be paid, where the maximum fine is larger compared to the professors than students.
	h) Admin On Openbiblio
	Admin in openbiblio is staff who have the right to access and organise activities in the service of the library. Admin staff can also be coupled with complementing the data first name, last name, username, password, login re-enter passwords, authorization and give check mark any restrictions which can be accessed by staff. Staff can arrange a display library, add the type of classification that will distinguish the type of member classification when registering to become a member, add a custom member type field which serves to add information about the member in the member menu, add the types of materials that function when adding a new bibliography can be distinguished from the collection including what material types, adding collections to differentiate types of book collection with maximum time difference returns the book and provide the price of fine collections/day.
	i) Bibliography On Openbiblio
	Bibliography in openbiblio is a menu to add a new kind of library and filled in accordance the data requested on the menu. Bibliography menu can also access the search type of library collections.
	j) Database Openbiblio
	A database is a collection of information stored on your computer so systematically can be checked using a computer program to obtain information from the database and the database is a set of data connected with each other. The software used to manage and call query database called data base management system (DBMS). Database systems are studied in information science. The function of the database is to store the data in the tables and are collected into a single database. Creation of database of the library system might help officials of the library in the process data. So with this can solve the problem in his special library in the section on data management.
	Openbiblio is an application that uses a database to store all the data entered and use the MySQL software as process data. Openbiblio library applications there are 26 tables that store different types of information the data where the data is interrelated to each other (closely related). This data is also interconnected with an existing menu in the application of openbiblio. Some of the menus are a very important store data in databases such as a menu, the menu member catalog circulation of bibliography, the menu admin staff and menu reports.
	Member in the database, the data is stored in the openbiblio in table member. Member table is the data storage of information about the member that signed up as a member of the library.
	Bibliography in database catalog openbiblio, stored in table biblio. The table is a data storage information about the collection of bibliography. Admin staff in openbiblio database, stored in the table staff. Table staff is a staff of data storage and information about any matter that can be accessed by staff. Report in the database openbiblio fine report, stored in tables member_account. Table member_account an information storage data members affected by delays in the collection of fines returns bibliography.

	3.1 Research Metodology
	4.1 Analysis
	4.2 Design
	5.1 Implementation
	5.1.1 Install Webserver
	Step by step how to install webserver:
	5.1.2 Download Openbiblio
	5.1.3 Running Aplication on Web
	5.1.4 Install Instructions OpenBiblio

	5.2 Application Testing OpenBiblio
	Openbiblio has several menu include the home menu, menu circulation, catalog menu, admin menus and menu statements where all the menus have their respective functions in each menu and will be discussed in this openbiblio application testing.
	5.2.1 Home Menu

	Home menu is a menu that explains every menu function contained in the openbiblio library applications.
	5.2.2 Circulation Menu

	Circulation menu is a menu that is used to record the new members, noting borrowing and repayment collection. The menu is available in the circulation is Member Search, New Members, Check In Circulation is divided into several forms.
	5.2.3 Cataloging Menu

	Cataloging is a menu that is used to record a new bibliography and to search a collection of bibliography.
	1. Search : Works to find a collection of bibliography, where a search is performed based on barcodes, keyword, title, author, subject and call number
	2. New Bibliography : Function to add data bibliography
	For example:
	a member wants to access information about a book if the book is still available or is being borrowed by other members, the members of the library will include barcode book or the title of the book you want to search to fill in the keyword such as by keyword crayon Shinchan 48, then the information about the book crayon Shinchan 48 emerging and remaining availability of the book how many.
	a) Type Of Material : filled with physical types of collections (books, journals, CD)
	b) Collection : filled with the type of collection(collection of textbooks, reference)
	c) Call Number : filled with dial numbers collection
	d) Show in Opac : selected if the data input results you want displayed on OPAC
	e) Title : filled with title of book
	f) Remainder of Title : filled with short title of book
	g) Statement of responsibility : filled with people who are responsible for the publication of a collection
	h) Personal name : filled with name
	i) Topical term or geographic : filled with the subject of the book
	j) Edition statement : filled with statements editions
	k) ISBN : filled with International Standard Book Number
	l) Place of publication : filled with risings
	m) Name of publisher : filled with the name of the publisher
	n) Date Publication : filled with the date of issue
	o) Summary, etc.note : filled summary collection
	p) Physical description : a collection of stuffed physical description
	q) Terms of availability : filled the availability of books
	r) Purchase price : the purchase price is filled with a collection
	After filling all the data bibliography press the submit button to save and press the cancel button to abort charging bibliograpihy. Finishes add to the collection of books and then click add new copy bibliography and should not be filled with the ISBN barcode then after pressing the Add New Copy appears a form to enter a barcode number (inventory) and a description of the collection. If you have finished filling the barcode number and press submit to cancel save to cancel. Having traversed various procedures over the data entry process is complete bibliography.
	a) Search Bibliography : function to search for data collection bibliography
	b) Biblio Info : serves to provide information bibliography
	c) Edit-Basic : work to repair/update basic information from bibliography
	d) Edit-MARC : work to repair/update data information marc bibliography
	e) History : The function to display information that members who borrow and ordered the bibliography
	f) New Copy : serves to increase the number of stock bibliography
	g) Hold Request : function for ordering books being borrowed by other members
	h) Delete : serves to delete data from a list of library collections bibliography
	i) New Like : serves to fix/update all data
	j) New Bibliography : work to create/add new data bibliography
	On October 11, 2015 staff add collection types bibliography with comic material type, type of adult fiction collection, titled crayon Shinchan 48, with the author's name Yoshita Usui, with the amount of stock as much as 2 comics and traded in PT.INDORESTU PACIFIC PO BOX. JKTF 4337 - 11043
	5.2.4 Admin Menu

	Admin Menu To set openbiblio outline. Admin menu serves as the setting and the privacy rights of software openbiblio. There are several menus become admin facility among other are Staff(is use to settings name, username), Setting Library, Type Members, Member field, Material, Collection, Checkout priv, Theme and Help.
	From some of the above functions can be explained as follows:
	a) Staff Admin
	This menu is used to add or remove permissions admin staff, for setting the name, username, and also add a new staff. Information in the picture below is that Root Administrator, can enter (login) with the username admin and he has the right Circulation, Member Update, cataloging, administration, and reporting, and not in suspend state (off). To add staff can be done with a click to add new staff member. Last name, filled with the last name Staff (user), for example first name ewa, ewa username and password qwerty, password entered twice. Authority is the right choice of access to the appropriate user is loaded. For example ewa has the right Circulation, updates members, Cataloging, administrators also report. Then click the plus button (submit).
	b) Library Settings
	Description:
	1. Library Name is the name of the institution of the library which will be on display header openbiblio this program.
	2. Library Image URL is an image library facility that will be displayed on the header side by side with the name of the library.
	3. Only Show is mean when the checkbox is filled it will appear in the header only pictures only. This is necessary if it has been preparing an image that contains the identity of the library.
	4. Library Hours Phone is Opening hours and phone, appears on the top right of the display openbiblio.
	5. Library URL is a link to the web address of the library or its parent agency.
	6. OPAC URL is a link to the address of openbiblio OPAC, and will be connected to opac/index.php.
	c) Member Types
	This menu is used to determine the classification of members and maximum fines to be paid by members, if member late returns exceed the maximum fine collection of every type of classification of the members will pay a fine according to the type of classification. But in this menu fines classification does not function in accordance with the procedures that have been applied in the application, at which time members of overdue book fines, the program will calculate the appropriate collection of late fees penalty bibliography/day.
	The member types have other menus in it are:
	1. Add new member classification is function to change the classification of types of members.
	2. edit and delete is functional repair/update the data member classification and remove the classification of library types.
	On October 11, 2015 library staff to add some list of types of classifications of members and fines every type of classification of members where the image can be seen staff add the type of classification as a teacher, grade 1, grade 2, grade 3, grade 4 and a security guard with a kind maximum fines vary.
	d) Member Field
	Members This field is used to classify the type of library members and to create additional identity on members. This additional identity will be loaded or added to the account when creating new members or when editing member data.
	1. Add new classification field is to add a description of the identity of the members in the form add new members.
	2. edit and delete is to correct / update the member data fields in case of errors and delete to delete the member data fields
	e) Copy Fields
	Copy fields in openbiblio serves to double the data member field. Below is a display of copy fields. Add a new custom field to add or duplicate data member fields.
	f) Material Types
	This menu is used to determine the type library and add or reduce the types of libraries. Type of material is a physical type of the collection owned by the library. Such as books, magazines, CDs, cassettes etc.
	g) Collections
	This menu is used to determine the description of the collection, the old loan and the cost per day of delay. Collection is a derivative of the type of material, which contains the type of information the book. Books with old book with the cost of borrowing and the penalty for delay / day. For example dvd or other books, which is a long dvd pinjamnya for 3 days, if the DVD is returned more than 3 days, the cost of delay / day to be paid as much as Rp.2000
	Edit and delete is edit function to correct/update the data while the menu del function to delete data
	h) Checkout Privs
	This menu is used to limit the rights of each member of the lending library and a maximum extension of the collection. Checkout Priviledge allows librarians to set the loan each type of members on each type of collection. In the checkout privs include the function in which the functions are edit and delete, material type which is a description of the type of material, member classification is a member status, checkout limit is the limit of how many times the total book lending and renewal limit is to extend.
	i) Theme
	This menu is used to determine the theme or look openbiblio background, the theme at this openbiblio can also be modified according to taste. Theme is to change the background or change the look of the library as desired. Theme includes, add the new theme, the form to choose a theme by selecting the type of theme and then click the update, the theme will be updated, and table information theme by function (edit, copy and delete), the theme name is a description of the name of the theme and usage is the description of the theme used.
	Add new theme is to add a new theme library. Fill theme name, table border color, error collor, table border width, table cell padding, background color, font face, font size, font color, link color, and align once completed Edit theme is to change the data themes that have been made previously. Once the data is converted then click submit to update data theme filled all then click the submit button, the data theme will be added. Copy theme is to double the themes that have been made previously. By simply changing the name. After completing the re-name the theme then click submit then the data will be doubled. Delete theme is to delete the data theme if you want to delete the data themes that have been made previously. Click the delete button to delete the data desired theme.
	5.2.5 Report Menu

	Report menu is the menu that stores / displays the data library activities and storing transaction data. The menu is divided into several menus reports include:
	a) Cataloging Report
	Acquisition
	Acquisition is the menu bibliography data reports were added to the collection types bibliography (books). To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	1. After (Date or yesterday) is filled by date yesterday or after the addition bbliography
	2. Before is filled today or before today's date/filled according to the date of the addition bibliography
	a) Labels is serves to print barcodes bibliography
	b) Print List is prints a list of all bibliography
	a) Create Report is menu to return to the form filling Acquisition report
	c) Report List is menu to return to the reports list
	For example, on October 20, 2015 staff report additional data access library collection filled with a date after 2015-10-11 and 2015-10-16 before the report that will appear is Area 11 to 16. If you do not want to be filled sufficiently emptied date just to show all reports the addition of the library collection.
	Copy Search
	Copy search a report menu to quickly see bibliography data connections are copied. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	Barcode Starts with : filled with a barcode that you want to appear from what number
	Newer Than : filled with bibliography on the date when data copy
	Labels Is to print barcode labels bibliography list while print function to print a list of bibliography where the data for printing each label and a copy of the list is taken. Differences in acquisition report and a copy is a copy of the search engines display the date pengopyan bibliography of data while the acquisition is not.
	For example :
	on October 20, 2015 a copy of the search report accessed by completing the barcode starts with 000 and Newer than filled with the date 2015-10-16 then the result is a data collection barcode library that starts with 000 and the date of the addition of a data copy in accordance with the library collection the date is entered in the column Newer than. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	Duplicate Titles
	Duplicate titles are reports menu to display the titles of books that duplicated/title of the collection bibliography for memanbah amount of stock. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	Duplicate Criteria displayed according to the options provided in the column for example, in the above example duplicate criteria chosen by title, subhead and author. Doubling the report title comes with a menu that serves to print a list of books in print reports duplicate. But in this menu when selecting duplicate criteria based author and title it will still come to show the title of the remainder, which the above program is not in accordance with the procedures and the actual reporting form duplicate titles menu displays only reports based sort by.
	b) Circulation
	- Balance Due Membe List
	Balance due the member list is a list of members that the report still has fines and unpaid. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	Print list is used to print the data report fines member. Print statements above is an example when they want to access the reporting process members who still have a fine with minimum balance required with a minimum number that you want to display for example filled 24,000 then the result of 24,000 to above as well as the names of members.
	- Bibliography Checkout Listing
	Checkout bibliography listing is a report of the bibliography that is being borrowed by library members.
	
	Due before : filled with bibliography return date
	Out Since : filled with borrowing date bibliography
	Print list is used to print reports bibliography borrowed by members .
	On October 20, 2015 staff members still access reports bibliography borrow library by filling diligence before filled out dated 2015-10-19 and 2015-10-17 date since filled out, the data is reported on the date of borrowing and repayment are included along with the book's title, author and the name of the library members to borrow. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	- Hold Request Containing Member Contact Info
	Hold request containing the member contact information is a report menu to display members who order books borrowed by other members. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	Placed before is filled with collection dates booked before the date of the written. Placed since is filled with dates since the book ordered by members.
	On October 20, 2015 staff report access to display members who order books borrowed by other members, the staff fills placed before the date 2015-11-04 and placed since filled with dated 2015-10-30, the data shown is the data that is ordered according to the book the date is entered in the column, the author's name, book title and the names of members who ordered the book.
	- Item Checkout History
	Item checkout history is reported to display a collection of bibliography borrowed by library members. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	Title is The title of the collection is filled with bibliography.
	Call Numberis filled with the call number of the bibliography.
	For example in a report view at the top of the library staff to access a report collection bibliography borrowed by library members, the staff can fill in the title according to the title of the book you want to search, eg title filled premises a or antony then the data shown is the title of a book that has the letter a if filled antony the titles that come out are all entitled antony stock book, the author's name, the name of members who borrow, borrow and return date book.
	- Member Search
	Members search is a report to display data members are equipped with the date of manufacture of the members. To display all reports, all columns left blank form and click submit it will display all the data.
	Barcode Start With : the mean is filled with a barcode that you want to start from what.
	Name Contains : filled with names/letters alphabetical order desired.
	Addresses or Phone Email contact : filled with phone numbers, email or address.
	Newer than : filled with dates added members
	Overdue member list is a menu that members report having delay return the collection bibliography until today.
	As of : filled today or yesterday where members who are late returning the collection to date bibliography
	Overdue Letter is a fine print warning letter to the members of the library who are late returning the collection of bibliography and the letter will be mailed to each member concerned. Print list serves to print the report members who are late returning the collection bibliography.
	Examples of these figures is that the staff on 04-10-2015 want to send email warning letters to Amanullah Daffa late so that the member can return the book as soon as possible.
	c) Statistics
	- Most Popular Authors
	Most popular is the author of the most popular author of the report which the report described in terms of the number of members of the library to borrow a collection of bibliography which author is the same author.
	Sort by a select how the reports are sorted based on the desired selection in the column, for example, sort by column is displayed based on a collection of the most widely borrowed and is based on the author's name collection. Format is select the type of report format you want displayed and the report is displayed in column format with html.
	Print list serves to print the report as a pdf.
	For example the picture above on October 20, 2015 staff report access most popular author in which a column sort by selected based on the most widely borrowed and by the author while the report format selected is to display the report in the form of html (page-by-page) so that the results of the report are displayed is the author's name and the number of books borrowed by author.
	- Most Popular Bibliography
	Most popular bibliography is a report menu to display a collection or a bibliography of the most popular collections of the most widely borrowed
	Group by the most popular selected bibliography based bibliography of the most popular. Sort by displayed in order of most borrowed author's name and the title of the collection bibliography. Format selected is displayed with the display html.
	Print list is to print the most popular bibliography in pdf format.
	For example, in the example shown above on October 20, 2015 staff report access most popular bibliographies by selecting a group by based bibliography, sort by filled by the most borrowed author, title, while the report format chosen is html (page-by-page) so that report data displayed is the barcode number of books, the book's title, author's name and how many never made lending to the book.
	- Periodic Checkout Count
	Periodic checkout count is a report that displays menu lending bibliography collection gradually as the amount of borrowing week, month and year.
	Time span is choosing to show periodic reports checkout count is based on monthly borrowing sequence and format of the report is displayed with html.
	Print list is to print a periodic report to the checkout count pdf report form.
	For example, in the example shown above on October 20, 2015 staff access to reports showing lending collection of bibliography in stages where the column time spane selected based on the month and the report format selected html format (page-by-page) so that the appearance of this report is going to display the amount of borrowing done in a month.
	5.2.6 Case Study
	5.2.7 Solution for Case Study
	Differences code before and after the addition c.barcode number on file popularBiblios.rpt to access the most popular reports bibliographies.
	At the time of this report the access criteria duplicate column provides two options for viewing reports by title, remainder title, author and title author. When choosing displays by title, author then display the report will still display the remainder of this title because the actual menu only serves to display reports based sort by.
	3) Solution for change $ to Rp
	At the time of install openbiblio matter of fines and the price of the collection is still in the form of dollar count and therefore needed to change dollars into rupiah to repair it is necessary to change the formatFuncs.php file located in the folder openbiblio/functions and change the decimal in the database localhost/phpmyadmin in table mbr_classify_dm.
	The code above is the difference in the edit code, of which $ replaced so Rp, the point of coma and coma replaced replaced point.
	Open localhost/phpmyadmin select table mbr_classify_dm and change decimal (4.2) to (10.2) separately cope with the maximum penalty in the member menu types.
	This script is a script additions to make the search field members who borrow collections based on the type of classification and data code, description taken in table mbr_classify_dm
	The column above is a numeric column to look for members who borrow collection bibliography classification by type of member. Select the type of classification and click search to search.
	This script is a script to retrieve data members who borrow collections based on the type of classification, data taken from the related tables and the search results will be displayed in table form.
	The above table reports the results of the search report borrowing bibliography collection based on the type of classification members.
	This menu will accelerate to update data based on the type of classification so that members do not need to be the one to update the data members and to make the necessary additions this menu script in a file in the folder mbr_classify openbiblio / admin.
	Pictured above is the result of adding the script to update members based on the type of classification. Select the type of classification of members who want to update and then click change classification of data will be changed. For example the type of classification of members of grade 5 students want to be replaced with the classification of members of students in Grades 3, when click change then the data grader 3 will be changed to 26 while data members of class 5 will be 0.
	5.2.8 Backup Database Openbiblio
	Openbiblio data backup using mysqldump, mysqldump is one effective tool used to backup mysql database. The command to run the backups is to type the following command: mysqldump -u username -p databasename > databasename_backup.sql. Explain for backup openbiblio:

	1. mysqldump -u root -pqwerty OpenBiblio < /home/ewaaisa/backup.sql
	2. mysqldump -u root -pqwerty OpenBiblio member member_account biblio biblio_copy biblio_status_hist < /home/ewaaisa/backup.sql
	6.1 Conclusion
	6.2 Further Research

